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Powerful Android 11 OS
Based on the new version Android 11, IQ OS V2.0 shows newly designed interface on interactive flat 

panel display. With a more stable system and abundant collaborative tools available at your 

fingertips, bringing user operations more seamless and effortless.



Zero+ Bonding 
Touch Screen
Fully upgraded zero+ bonding technology guarantees 

0~1mm air gap between LCD panel and glass, taking 

screen image quality to the higher level.



4K UHD Display
The screen of 4K UHD delivers crystal clarity with 

high contrast, high brightness and high range 

NTSC (>80% NTSC). Vibrant colors and lifelike 

images create an immersive environment.



Infrared Ultra 
Fine Writing
Infrared Ultra Fine (IUF) technology empowers the 

screen instant response and high precision, revitalizing 

more vivid and natural writing as pen-on-paper 

experience.



Windows Ink 
Compatible
Support direct writing on MS Office documents, save 

annotations in the original file and share. With multi-

functional collaborative Ink, you will never lose a 

thought.



* Work with IQShare Button C3 Pro to realize 4K display of wireless screen sharing. 

HDMI: 

HDMI 2.0 Support 4K 60Hz

USB Type-C: 

·15W charging  

·Data/audio/video transmission 

·Direct access to the IFP cam and mic 

·Reverse touch control for laptop/cellphone 

screen casting

Public USB: 

USB 3.0 available for use over any source

Every interface counts



3-in-1 Power button, 
more than a switch

Power off
the IFP

Shut down
the OPS

Put screen into
sleep mode



Integrated with a smart ambient light sensor so that the screen brightness can be adjusted automatically to 

the surroundings. It protects the users’eyes so that they can watch the screen content more comfortably.

 

Ambient light sensor - Auto adjust brightness



Upgraded Video 
Conference
Integrating VC module, an instant remote meeting can 

be easily started.



Bring Your Own Meeting*
As a natural extension of BYOD, BYOM allows you to 

wirelessly access the camera and microphone of 

TE1100 Pro and start the video conference with your 

preferred UC platform.

*Works with IQShare Button C3 Pro



4K Wireless 
screen sharing*
Resolution of the wireless casting has been taken 

to another level. 4K allows you to present clearer 

files and more vivid UHD videos, enhancing your 

meeting experience.

*Works with IQShare Button C3 Pro



Remote Screen Sharing in 
Different Spaces
Remotely share the screen content of your personal 

mobile device to the large screen with no requirement 

of the same LAN.



IQ OS V2.0 - Simply slide to use
Extend the smooth sliding experience on small tablets to the large screen, providing three main pages for 

convenient operation, where you can quickly get access to recently used applications or screenshots.



Floating toolbar 
over any source
Whenever or wherever you want to make an 

annotation, go to IQ OS Homepage or take a 

screenshot, the floating menu is there for 

immediate use.



IQ Whiteboard

l Intuitive UI offers easy operation 

l Smooth and intelligent writing experience

l Various subject tools to facilitate teaching



Support English, Arabic, French, Russian, Spanish and many other languages input conveniently.

Multi-language keyboard for diverse culture



*Please refer to IQ KitsMemos and JoinMemos brochure for more details of the software. 

Ø IQ KitsMemos Ø JoinMemos

Collaborative Software for Teaching & Meeting



Size 65” , 75” , 86”  65” , 75” , 86”  

4K Camera YES NO 

Array Microphones YES  NO  

Type-C YES YES 

Hardware 4G RAM
32G ROM

4G RAM
32G ROM

IQ OS V2.0 YES YES

 TE1100 Pro TE1100



The smart 
assistance for your 
presentation

Color Switch

Annotation

Screenshot

Digital Laser Pointer

Wireless Presenter

Play&Pause Video

Blackboard

Spotlight

Thick&Thin Pen

Magnifier

 Soulmates for IQTouch-IQ SmartPen 



Pre-install IQ KitsMemos whiteboard software and 

JoinMemos collaboration meeting software with 

activated license.

Chipset
Intel

CPU
Intel®Core i7, 10th Gen

Memory
8GB

SSD
512GB

Use your familiar 
Windows 10 on the 
IFP

Soulmates for IQTouch - OPS 



*USB & HDMI button available for choice

Share your screen 
with a click of a 
button

Soulmates for IQTouch - IQShare Button C3 Pro

Type-C button for 4K 
wireless casting

No network
requirement

Driver free BYOM



Enjoy the immersive 
sound effect

Soulmates for IQTouch - IQSound SA200

80W output Bluetooth 5.0

4*full-range speakers 
2*tweeters

Wired and wireless 
connection



More around your 
IFP freely for flexible 
use

Soulmates for IQTouch - Mobile Stands

Suitable for 55''-86''




